This book was great for kiddos that love horses or ponies of any kind! This was a cute story for grandpa too! Read more. Helpful. Comment Report abuse. jessica winkler. 5.0 out of 5 stars.

I lost it in the flood im so happy to have it. Reviewed in the United States on October 26, 2014. Verified Purchase. If you have not read any other books about the Animal Ark this could be a little confusing as there are many people and animals to meet. This is about a vet's surgery where Mandy lives with her adoptive parents. A nearby pony called Prince is being sold as his owner has grown up and gone to nursing college. A new girl in school called Susan sits next to Mandy, but she's a bit of a pain and just wants to go back to London. She thinks the countryside life will be boring. My Little Pony chapter books (licensed by Hasbro) are a series of novellas based on My Little Pony Friendship is Magic published by Little, Brown and Company. Each chapter book in the series features a different pony character, has an original story that ties in with events in the show, and includes bonus activity pages. The series is to include one book by G. M. Berrow for each of the six pony main characters. Books are being released every three months, both in print and as e-books for Amazon Kindle. See more ideas about Books, Horse books, Pony. List of books with animals as main characters. Fantasy (Wind in the Willows, What the Dog Said...) and realistic fiction (Belly Up, Black Stallion...) book suggestions. Book Cover Art. Book Covers. I Spy Books. Vintage Children's Books. Donkeys. Beautiful Horses.